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WCC Eco-School Held in Malawi
By Elizabeth Hendrickson
The World Council of Churches
(WCC) held its first Eco-School on
Water, Food, and Climate Justice in
Blantyre, Malawi from 24 July to 3rd
August 2017. Twenty-seven youth
participants from 15 African countries
attended the school. The countries
represented
were:
Cameroon,
Democratic Republic of Congo,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho,
Madagascar,
Malawi,
Nigeria,
Rwanda, South Africa, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.
Over the course of 10 days, we
learned, sang, danced, discussed,
and developed new ideas together.
We were fortunate to receive inputs
from many knowledgeable and
respected faculties, who helped us to
learn the full view of water, food, and
climate justice. The learning sessions

In This Newsletter:
covered the topics of Climate
Change, the Global Water Crisis,
the Right to Food, Sustainable
Agricultural Practices, Health, and
the nexus of all of these and other
climate-related issues. After several
intense days of learning, next we put
our new knowledge into action by
developing advocacy plans.
Although we spent most of our time
in the classroom, we also had time
to make new friends, celebrate a
cultural night, and see some of the
natural beauty that Malawi has to
offer. In the next pages, you will be
able to learn more about the school,
the students, and the faculties. As
they say in Malawi, “Mwalandiridwa”
(meaning “welcome”). We welcome
you to sharing in our experiences at
the WCC Eco-school.
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Eco School: A journey from
conceptualization to fruition!
By Dinesh Suna, Co-Coordinator of WCC Eco
School
Last year while preparing the annual plan of the
Ecumenical Water Network for 2017, an idea
crossed my mind to plan for a "Summer School" on
'water in Africa'. I discussed it with my colleague Dr
Manoj Kurian, Coordinator of Ecumenical Advocacy
Alliance and in charge of Food Security issues at
WCC. He and the colleagues at Climate Change
programme were eager to join hands in the event,
we decided to call it the "Summer School on Water,
Food, and Climate Justice". When we chose the
venue Malawi and realised that July – August will be
winter season, we changed the title of the event to
the "WCC Eco-School on Water, Food, and Climate
Justice".
Since water and food have strong
connections with health, we included the health
component as well and tried to bring about the nexus
between these subjects. Due to several logistical
challenges, we almost postponed the Eco School to
September. However, as that was not feasible, we
pulled our socks and within a very short period of

time made the Eco School a reality. What was
initially a plan to recruit a small group of 15 youth
from Africa to talk about water issues became the
first ever Eco School of WCC, with 27 participants,
of which 3 are self-payers. The fact that we
received over 65 applications through an open
application process, shows the interest of the youth
as well as the member churches of WCC and other
faith based organisations in the Eco School.
The participants have shown tremendous interest
in the ecological concerns at the School and
continue to amaze me with their hard work and
creativity. How the 10 days went by I didn't realise
and the Eco School will come to an end tomorrow.
We have invested heavily in these youth from
Africa and are hoping they will be our ecoambassadors in their respective churches to make
this earth just and more sustainable. I look forward
to reading their innovative action plans and project
proposals as follow up of the Eco School. If we
were able to influence even some of the
participants in their formative years through this
school, I would feel our hard labour did not go in
vein!

Spiritual Life of the Eco-School
By Dr Manoj Kurian

Top Left: Dinesh Suna, presenting during the Eco-School.
Top Right: Dr Manoj Kurian giving an input at the Eco-School.
Bottom: Dinesh and Manoj introducing CCAP Blantyre Synod
General Secretary Rev. Dr. Alex Maulana and Moses Kasitomu

The spiritual life of the Eco-school had a profound
influence in guiding the proceedings and
deliberations of the intensive multidisciplinary
course. All the students were part of one of three
groups, and took turns each day to lead the
morning devotions. Their prayers focused and
reaffirmed the topics that were being dealt with on
that particular day. The prayers also corresponded
and supported the Bible study of the day. The
students contributed with prayers and spiritual
songs from their respective contexts throughout
the school. The students also took leadership in
leading a bible study and in preaching in two
leading Cathedrals of Blantyre on the Sunday. It
was clear that the students have deepened their
understanding on the Ecological issues, with
particular emphasis on climate change, water, food
and health in the context of their faith.

Theology of Eco-Justice
By Rev. John Chima Orioha and Pastor Abeeku BuduAcquah
The fact that the ecosystem is facing a challenge
assumption, but before counting the number various
species that have gone extinct, water bodies that have
dried up, persistent rainfall with consequent flooding, the
melting of the iceberg and many more, we need to
realise the human impact in all of these.

Eco-School participants singing and dancing during worship.

Student singing a Ghanan song as part of worship.

Participants dancing together during morning worship.

Students sharing the sign of peace at the end of worship.

All these are primarily a result of humankind’s misuse
and abuse of creation some of them rooted in wrong
theological interpretations including:
 Escapist theology which emphasises that
heaven is our home while we are just pilgrims on
earth, therefore we need not to care for the
earth.
 Evangelical prosperity theology’s emphasis on
wealth creation and prosperity endorses
capitalism with its consequent tendency of
commodifying humankind and exploitation of the
creation.
 Individualistic concept of soteriology, this
individualistic and anthropocentric nature of
salvation makes humankind to care less about
the relationship among humans and that
between humans and the rest of the creation.
 Dominion theology which is based on the
misinterpretation of Genesis 1 and 2 that
emphasises humans as having a special role of
dominance over the rest of the creation.
In light of Eco Justice there are theological bases for
creation care, including
 Stewardship theology is based on the first
commandment that was given to humans to take
care of creation Gen 2: 15.
 Liberation theology based on God standing
with the poor and the oppressed Exodus, as well
as Jesus’ manifesto standing for the rights of the
poor and the less privileged in Luke 4:18-19
 Theology of reconciliation which is expressed
in Colossians 1:19-20. This type of theology
serves as reconciliation between God and
humans, community of humans, humans and
creation as well as God and the rest of creation.
 Theology of glory as seen Isaiah 6:3 where we
are affirmed that the glory of God fills the whole
earth, which leaves a responsibility to make the
world as beautiful as our worship places so that
divine glory can dwell there.
 Theology of life which seeks for the dignity of
all creations and life for all.
All these concepts need to find their expression through
the churches’ prophetic proclamation, advocacy,
catechetical training, liturgy, and others. Therefore, the
church is called not just to form ecclesiastical solidarity
but an ecological solidarity.

Climate Change and the Right to Food in Africa- From an Informed Youth Perspective
By Samantha Moyo and Dinkin Kalbeth
The effects of climate change, political instability,
conflict, fragmented trade and land laws have been
greatest in the African Continent. These have
resultantly led to seizing and privatisation of land,
migration, destruction and rising tensions on water
resources and assets, diversion of food relief and
enslavement of women and children. Similarly
fragmented trade laws in Africa depict power
imbalances in reconciling the international trade law
and the right to food. International markets play a huge
role in driving down prices of commodities produced in
Africa, hence cost advantages are enjoyed by the most
competitive players who manipulate tariff arrangements
at the expense of small-scale producers who suffer the
impact. The rising costs of agricultural input beyond the
reach of the communal farmer, accompanied by the
lack of financing for smallholder farmers who are
viewed as high-risk borrowers drives the low cost of
their product and leaves them at the mercy of the
market and price controllers.
In other terms African communal farmers are
constrained to produce what they cannot eat but what
is attractive to sell in the market to keep afloat. Heavy
reliance on rain fed agriculture in Africa also means that
these farmers cannot produce food throughout the
year, the impact is worse with the changes in the rainfall
patterns in the recent years. In this vicious cycle it is
clear that the right to ensure availability, affordability
and quality of food has long been forgotten.
Politicisation of food is a growing concern affecting a lot
of African countries, especially those that are affected
by drought and poor rainfall patterns. In order to have a
meal each day, the people of our concern have to
remain at the mercy of political parties who use the few
available food donations to Africa to gain political
support during election campaigns.

Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Argentina, Pakistan (UNFCCC
2005). This however does not excuse you and me.
By now, you are asking yourself, so what. Why should
we be concerned about all these facts? We should care
because to care is Human. As a result of unstable
weather patterns the agro- based economies in Africa
are becoming less able to respond and adapt. There is
little emphasis and lack of sufficient funds to respond
and reduce the risk of national, regional and global
disasters from climate change. Again the women and
the children especially are the ones whose livelihood
and lives are taken away. They cannot even access a
meal a day to live through the next day; these women
or children could be you or your family member.
Knowledge on the Right to Food in Africa
To let this vicious cycle continue without any remorse,
to continue with business as usual while lives and
livelihoods are lost is a Human Injustice. The right to
food is based on the framework of the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR)
General Comment No.12 and the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) Voluntary Guidelines (VG) on the
Right to Food. The main focus is on Human Rights
Based Approach (HRBA) to food with particular focus
being paid to the principles of focus on vulnerable
groups, non-discrimination, inclusion, participation,
empowerment, accountability and transparency.
www.fao.org/righttofood/en/highlight_51596.html.
Knowledge of Food as a Human Right is the
prerequisite for persons and communities to claim their
entitlements under the right to food. Therefore it is a
human right to demand availability and adequacy of
food to each and every individual. Of course
demanding the right to food should not be isolated from
addressing the effects of climate change and its
interrelatedness to the growing population in Africa as
well as Africa’s democratic values.

Climate instability is already a huge phenomenon that
has befallen Africa’s poorest population who constitute
women and children. Currently the earth’s temperature
has increased drastically. The highest temperatures
recorded have occurred in the past 16 years from 2001
(climate.nasa.gov). These have resulted in the melting
of much of earth’s frozen fresh water, inevitably raising
the sea level to 176mm (app 6cm). As diminutive as this
sounds the effects of this change are overtly recorded
in increased rainfall patterns over short periods of time;
more pronounced heat in the atmosphere and dry
colder temperatures which in turn increase the
likelihood of flooding and drought.
Global warming, which is inseparable from the changes
in climate and weather conditions in this Globe that we
call our home, is a result of Human activity. Eighty-five
percent of emissions that have an effect on Global
warming are from 25 countries (United States, China,
Russia, India, Japan, Germany, Brazil, Canada, United
Kingdom, Italy, South Korea, Ukraine, Mexico, France,
Indonesia, Australia, Iran, South Africa, Spain, Poland,

Women farmers at a sustainable agriculture project in CCAP
Blantyre Synod, Malawi.

Members of the Malawi Water Project, CCAP Blantyre Synod

A natural pool at Mulanje Forest Reserve, Malawi.

African Perspective on Water Issues
Management

Why is this happening and why Africa is the
most affected?

By Tsiry Randrianavelo, Refiloe Mavis Semethe, and
Marcellin Irumva

Let us honestly say that these issues are made by
human irresponsibility and greed. Climate change is
visibly manifesting, but other important facts need
also to be considered, such as: lack of technology
and poor water management infrastructures, weak
governance operating system and policy, corruption
and traffic of influence on water privatization, and
especially lack of civic engagement on water
sources conservation.

As being part of the world, Africa is commonly affected
by climate change issues. From the 54 countries, none
of them are spared from water scarcity, poor water, and
inadequate sanitation infrastructures. Water is a
fundamental right, but in Sub-Saharan African
countries, 319 million of people are without access to
improved reliable drinking water sources and 80
percent of illnesses are linked to poor water and
sanitation conditions.
As a fundamental human right, water is set to be a free
public property. In most of cases, however, people
invest a lot of money and efforts to have access on
water. The question of cleanliness cannot even be
discussed.
Lack of adequate water for consumption has led to a lot
of medical issues over the entire continent of Africa.
There have been serious outbreaks of water borne
diseases in most parts of Africa which affects mostly the
poorest communities. Lack of potable water does not
only affect our health through consumption, water
scarcity also affects personal hygiene.
How are people responding and adapting to issues
of water unavailability?
In most parts of the continent, there are certain
organizations helping communities adapt well to water
challenges. There are Water, sanitation and Hygiene
programs being implemented to exterminate the
challenges of inadequate and contaminated water
problems. A lot has been done in educating people
about the effects of consuming contaminated water, the
roles of communities regarding the issues of water, and
how best they can adapt to these challenges. A lot has
been done in preserving water, storm and grey water
harvesting, as well as treating water.

Consequently, water are sources of conflict, and
impacting food and health issues.
Therefore, solutions are among us. We can make it
in our own issue, such as storm water harvesting
using locally available material, ensure protection of
water sources, conserve and preserve our natural
environment, and ensure protection of our
ecological communities via afforestation and
reforestation. We can also facilitate adaptation by
raising awareness on efficient use of water, food,
and climate change resilience. Finally, we can
advocate on policy and transparent governance
related to the socio-economic impact of the issue.
The Role of the church relative to water issue
solution.
The church, as the body of Christ, should be the first
engaged to involve community in actions. Many
project are already led to address the water issues,
such as the Malawi Water Project led by the CCAP
Blantyre Synod in Zomba district, Malawi, and the
Oliorum Water Project promoted by the Kenya
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Kajiado County,
Kenya. Despite of these ongoing initiatives, we need
to do more in order to reach the goal.
Thus, water concern affects all the human being. Its
protection remains to every one of us.

Let justice roll down like waters,
and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.
-Amos 5:24

Cultural Sizzle
By Olipa Singini
All the members from the different cultures within the WCC Eco-School stepped away from their thought provoking
projects on one of the days, to take part in the fun filled Cultural Night. Led by students, the night turned out very
well.
Tsiry Randrianavelo (Madagascar) and Janet Macharia (Kenya) were the hosts for the night. Together they
encouraged the attendees to challenge themselves to a fun filled higher standard of work and loosening of nerves.
Using unique ways to tell people the value of their countries, Ms Elizabeth Hendrickson shared a poem written by
natives of her country United States of America, while John Orioha from Nigeria commented on the goldenness of
Nigeria. Activities included dances by North/East African Delegates, a captivating play by the West Africans and a
unique blend of culture by the ever excited Southern African group, ending the night on a high of dancing, loud
music and a game of musical chairs, it was truly a day to remember.
The cultural night was like an African fairy tale, and all the stars couldn’t resist playing the part of being the brightest.

Clockwise from top left: group from Southern Africa;
representatives from South Asia; participants from Ethiopia and
Kenya; East Africans showing their dancing style; the Cultural
Night hosts.

Global Marketplace in Malawi
By Elizabeth Hendrickson
In addition to cultural night, we also held a
Marketplace night where people could feature the
products and features of their country. Several
people participated and shared their fabrics, foods,
and cultural practices with the group.
We saw beautiful fabrics from Ghana, learned
about the traditional dress of Cameroon, tasted the
local foods of Madagascar, discovered the heritage
of Ethiopia, saw the beauty of Malawi, learned the
history of Rwanda, observed the agricultural
products of Tanzania and Kenya, and tried the
popular foods of Southern Africa.

May we preach food security?
By Ncumisa Magadla
Food Security was one of the priority topics during the Eco-School. Bible studies, presentations and resources
were given in light of connecting this major environmental issue with our faith, especially in Africa. Drawing from
all the information that was given during the eco school, we spoke to one of the participants Azinwi Ngum
(Cameroon) to let us in on her understanding of the role faith communities have in response to everything food
related.
Ncumisa: During the eco-school, especially in relation to food, what were your major highlights?
Azinwi: In a society where close to 800 million people go to bed hungry with more than half of this population
being women and coming from developing countries, the eco-school program exposed some of the causes and
implications of food security in the society, from health to poverty especially in developing countries. From the
presentation from the various panellists, I noted that Africa is in a state of emergency with regards to food. There
is general lack of concern with regards to people’s rights to food, and therefore knowledge on food as a human
right is vital to people and communities to claim their entitlements. It should be noted that, close to 1.3 billion
tonnes of food produced for human consumption is wasted. In developing countries, this production mostly takes
place during production. It is our role to educate people on the ten commandments of food as we learnt during
the eco-school.
Ncumi: In what ways would you say the church community constitutes the issues of food?
Azinwi: It is the churches responsibility to carter for its people; therefore it should not focus on the spiritual aspects
of the people but reach out to them in a more holistic approach that being body, mind, and soul hence tackling
and actually equipping them in issues food.
Ncumi: What is your church’s attitude towards food security?
Azinwi: My church is almost lost in this issue of food, they talk about food issues but there is need for the church
to devise strategies that will provide sustainable solutions towards production and food security.
Ncumi: How did the presentations from the eco-school clarify the role of the church towards food?
Azinwi: The church could serve as a lobbyist and advocate for policies on rights to food and food security. The
church can also integrate in its theology aspects of food justice in their sermons to get their Christians thinking
and acting towards such issues.
Ncumi: What can we do to revive the urgency of poverty in our place of worship?
Azinwi: I would say that food insecurity and poverty are interrelated reasons why they are often tackled together
(SDG goal 1 and 2). We can intervene at our churches and national level by encouraging health eating habits
(Nutrition Education) and promote home gardens (urban agricultural practices) among members of the church as
we
are
already
doing
in
Cameroon
an
organisation
called
“Save
The
Future”
(www.facebook.com/SAVEeFUTURE/). These actions will enable parishioners to not only eat healthily but also
be able to save some money. Eco-friendly techniques can also be taught to the church as a means to conserve
and preserve the environment for which they grow food.
With that conversation it seemed that the participants took the information and applied it to their contexts
immediately, plans of actions have been put in place by regions, we look forward to seeing the environmental
ministry grow.

Examples of food security projects in Malawi

“We are priests of creation’’
By Damon Mkandawire.
We are the priests of creation, called to hold middle ground
between earth and Heaven, the extent to which we fulfill our
calling has a rippling effect on the rest of nature. God has
designed ecology in which we are all creatures inextricably
connected and interdependent, both biologically and
spiritually. According to our unique calling as humans, we
are the ones who administer and manage this
interconnectedness, for moral or immoral. It is us who force
creation to groan in its corruption, or give it voice in
heavenly praise of God.
Pictures from Mulanje Forest Reserve, where the students
spent a day hiking and enjoying the beautiful environment.

This can be seen from the very beginning, as the
consequence for our first disobedience extends beyond
ourselves: “cursed is the ground, because of you.” Creation
continues to be subjected to our moral consequences as
time goes on. Because of human evil or activity, the ground
does not yield to our work, the plants wither, the sky refuses
to provide rain for us, and the animals disappear. “How long
will the land lie parched and the grass in every field be
withered? Because those who live in it are wicked, the
animals and birds have perished.” The very nature of nature
is changed, because of us. We humans have used the
earth’s resources to benefit ourselves, it has been about
humans, humans, humans!
Using Apostle Paul’s words: “the whole of creation has
been groaning together” The earth groans because of
human’s sin towards her. Yet, there is hope because it is
also waiting with “eager longing” for redemption. We are the
reason the whole of creation is subjected to suffering, but
because we are the priests of creation we are also the
medium through which it can be redeemed.
The fulfilment of our calling as priest of creation is essential
to healing all God’s creation. Christians should pray for
creation and engage in environmental restoration. When
we purify polluted rivers, restore forests and watersheds,
grow healthy food, and reduce our consumption through
non-wasting of food, we are restoring the earth,
replenishing it, even bringing it salvation. We are protecting
our neighbours from the harm that comes from climaterelated disasters, and other species from extinction. In
short, we are building an ark. But not just for ourselves– on
behalf of all and for all.

Thoughts From A Policy Advocate
By Elizabeth Hendrickson and Philip Gama
Bright Phiri is a bureau advocate in Malawi working for
Commons for EcoJusice. Bright was one of the faculties
at the Eco-School and presented information on
sustainable agriculture and tips for policy advocacy. We
conducted an interview with Bright to get his insight on
advocacy.
Question: You discussed the process of policy
advocacy. Many people feel helpless to influence their
government. Can you suggest ways that people can
start to engage in policy development?
BP: Policy advocacy, or advocates, do not work in a
vacuum. Please note that in any negotiations there's an
aspect of 'give and take'. Meaning for us to influence
desired policy outcomes, there might be something
compromised along the way. Still let me address your
question in specific.
Advocacy is very efficient where there is prevalence of the
following:
1. Credibility - if government is to take us seriously with
our interventions, then certainly we ought to have some
credentials... basically the 'mandate' of our constituents.
There has to be a genuine 'voice' and 'representation' that
has mandated us to make interventions on their behalf.
2. Influencing change demands evidence. This evidence
is packaged for the engagement with duty bearers and
decision makers in the form of advocacy tools. These can
be in the form of policy briefs, issues papers, research

Mr. Phiri (left) answering questions following his presentation at the EcoSchool.

publications, etc. Subject matter specialist are then tasked
to give meaning to these instruments when they line up with
government or other decision makers. Note that I used the
term 'subject matter specialist'... whoever is doing advocacy
work must be well vested with the subject matter. Do not
engage with government ill-prepared or ignorant about the
paradigm being sought.
3. Most importantly, government(s) shifts policy direction
to your 'ideology' when what you are championing has
more gains other than 'economic'.
Q: Do you have any comments or reflections about the
WCC Eco-School and the participants?
BP: This is probably the most proactive group of
participants that I have ever interacted with. It will be very
important to maintain 'cohesion' of this group. I volunteer to
help with any mentorship needed. For a start, develop some
Google mailing list so we keep the platform interactive.

The Right to Food, The Right For All
By Philip Gama and Elizabeth Hendrickson
Billy Mayaya is a Right to Food activist from Malawi. He has been dedicated to advocacy for marginalized communities
for many years and is now focused on ensuring that the Right to Food is granted to all people, specifically for all people
in Malawi. Billy visited the Eco-school to present information about keeping food local and affordable. Afterward we
conducted a short interview asking for his reflections.
Q: You have great experience as an activist for various human rights. Could you suggest one or two ways that
people can start advocating for rights, even when faced with harsh or overpowering governments?
BM: In order to start advocating for rights, one has to literally focus on the welfare of the downtrodden on the one hand
and the wrath of the rich and powerful on the other. The key motivation must be the quest for justice and accountability.
The starting point is lend an ear to the voices and experiences of the poor and use that narrative to demand answers.
Advocacy is best acted out not in environment where conditions are harsh and the critics are after your blood. In other
words, there is no good time only right now to act.
Q: The Right to Food is being infringed upon in many countries around the world. What international policies
or treaties should we be focusing on to try to change our current situation?
BM: The foundation must be on the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights including Africa People and Human Rights, AU Protocols SADC treaties on Gender in order to blend
both the international and Continental framework as well as the diverse
national contexts.
Q: Do you have any comments or reflections about the WCC EcoSchool and the participants?
BM: Rights Based Approaches must permeate all the thematic areas
and the WCC must aim at consolidating rights into its ecumenical efforts
in order to challenge systemic issues with the context of religious
institutions and the broader political, economic, social context. In this
regard, the WCC Eco School is on the right track. The students must
be and are the catalyst for this change.
Mr. Mayaya (left) presenting at the Eco-School.

Poetry Corner
Malawi and North Dakota, USA are thousands of miles apart, yet they share a similar landscape feature: both
places are part of the grasslands. In Malawi it is called the savannah, and in North Dakota it is called the prairie.
Among diverse lands and diverse people, we are brought together through the land. Here are two poems showing
the heritage and culture of two different, but similar places: Malawi and North Dakota.

Kodi Kwagwanji
(In Chichewa Language)
By Charles Bakolo Mvula
Chisumphi Namalenga
Zonse zachilengengedwetu
adatininkha nanga
Akuti iwe mwana wanga
Pita ukazichengete zanga
Koma mayo ine
Madzi aja ine
Zakudya zija ine
Dziko lasanduka chipalamba ine
Chikadakhala chodziwa mbambadi
sizikadachitika

The savannah/ prairie countryside south of Blantyre, Malawi.

Peace Path
Heid E. Erdrich
This path our people walked
one hundred two hundred
endless years
since the tall grass opened for us
and we breathed the incense that sun on prairie
offers to sky
Peace offering with each breath
each footstep
out of woods
to grasslands plotted with history
removal
remediation
restoration
Peace flag of fringed prairie orchid
green glow within white froth
calling a moth who nightly
seeks the now-rare scent
invisible to us
invisible history of this place
where our great-grandfather
a boy
beside two priests and 900 warriors
gaze intent in an 1870 photo
his garments white as orchids
Peace flag
white banner with red cross
crowned with thorns
held by a boy
at the elbow of a priest
beside Ojibwe warriors
beside Dakota warriors
Peace offered after smoke and dance
and Ojibwe gifts of elaborate beaded garments

Tsopano yakwana nthawi
Yoti tikangaze
Tibwezeretse mchimake chilengedwe
Titeteze ngati mwana wakhanda mchikuta
Tikachita chiloli
Chilengedwe chititha psiti.

thrown back in refusal
by Dakota Warriors
torn with grief
since their brother’s murder
This is the path our people ran
through white flags of prairie plants
Ojibwe calling Dakota back
to sign one last and unbroken treaty
Peace offering with each breath
each footstep
out of woods
to grasslands plotted with history
removal
remediation
restoration
Two Dakota
held up as great men
humbled themselves
to an offer of peace
before a long walk south
before our people entered the trail
walking west and north
where you walk now
where we seek the source
the now-rare scent
invisible as history
history the tall grass opens for us
Breathe the incense of sun on prairie
Offer peace to the sky

0

Participants, facilitators, and guests at the closing celebration of the Eco-School 2017.
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0.What does the Lord require of you

but to do justice,
and to love kindness,
and to walk humbly with your God.
- Micah 6:8

